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COACHING
Dummy text to keep placeholder

Complexity in Games Teaching and Coaching
A Multi-Disciplinary Perspective
Felix Lebed, Kaye Academic College of Education, Israel
Series: Routledge Research in Sports Coaching
Shedding new light on sport pedagogy and the teaching and coaching of games, this
book shows how complexity theory can be used to improve team sport performance,
coach education and young player development. It presents an innovative and sophisticated
definition of sport pedagogy that can help teachers and coaches deepen their
understanding of teaching and learning in team sports, and help them to develop more
motivated, more effective and more creative athletes.
Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching/Physical Education/Sport Management
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35713-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-34131-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367357139

2nd Edition

Practical Sports Coaching
Edited by Christine Nash, University of Edinburgh, UK
Practical Sports Coaching is a thorough and engaging guide for all sports coaching students
and practitioners. Drawing on real-life case studies and examples, the book is designed to
develop practical coaching skills and provides readers with the methods and tools they
need to become an expert coach. Structured around all facets of the coaching process,
the text comprehensively covers topics such as: Preparing to Coach, the Role and Philosophy
of Coaching, Coaching Environments and the use of Modern Technology in Coaching.
Routledge
Market: Sports Coaching
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 324pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01710-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01708-2: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17973-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032017105

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Spectrum of Sport Coaching Styles
Shane Pill, Brendan SueSee, University of Southern
Queensland, Australia, Joss Rankin and Mitch Hewitt
Written by coaches for coaches, this book applies Spectrum
theory in a coach-specific/friendly way with detailed descriptions
and examples of the coaching styles. It also includes explanations
of coaching to develop reflective practice, self-analysis and error
correction, how to coach players to decide on appropriate
practice levels or challenge points, player problem solving and
solution generation ability.

Routledge
Market: Sports Coaching
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48522-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48518-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04144-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485221

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

COMMUNITY SPORT
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Community Sport and Social Inclusion
Enhancing Strategies for Promoting Personal Development, Health
and Social Cohesion
Edited by Marc Theeboom, Vrije Universiteit Brussels,
Belgium, Hebe Schaillée, Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium,
Rudi Roose, University of Ghent, Belgium, Sara Willems,
University of Ghent, Belgium, Lieve Bradt, University of
Ghent, Belgium and Emelien Lauwerier, University of Ghent,
Belgium
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society
This book examines sport as an inclusive and developmental
environment, exploring the conditions by which community
sport initiatives can promote personal development, health and
social cohesion, particularly for at-risk youth. This book is
fascinating reading for any student, researcher or practitioner
working in sport for development, sport management, sport coaching, social work,
education, sociology or urban studies.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Social Policy
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35614-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-34063-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367356149

Community Sport Coaching
Policies and Practice
Edited by Ben Ives, Paul Potrac, Edge Hill University, UK,
Laura Gale and Lee Nelson, Edge Hill University, UK
Bringing together an international team of leading researchers
in sport policy, sport development, sport pedagogy, and sport
coaching, as well as some of the best emerging talents, this book
is the first to critically consider a range of policy and practice
issues directly connected to community sport coaching.

Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43175-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74678-0: £33.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15906-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431754
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Social Capital and Sport Organisations
Richard Tacon
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society
Drawing on primary research within voluntary sports clubs in
the UK and secondary analysis of the wider international
literature on social capital, this text focuses on the
micro-processes of social capital development and how they
play out in specific social settings. In so doing, it adds to existing
research by developing a rich, contextualised, process-based
view of social capital in action. This is an illuminating reading
for policymakers, practitioners, and researchers with an interest
in the sociology of sport, sport development, sport management,
sport policy, social theory, social policy, or social networks.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Social Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24893-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28494-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248932

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Leisure in the Time of Coronavirus
A Rapid Response
Edited by Brett Lashua, Corey W. Johnson, University of Waterloo, Canada and Diana
C. Parry
This bookgenerates discussions that enable leisure scholars to learn and to engage with
wider debates about the crucial role of leisure in people’s lives. The pandemic has brought
tourism to a standstill with borders closed and travel restricted. From home, in physical
isolation, and in attempts to socialize, at no time in recent memory has leisure seemed so
vital, and yet also so hauntingly absent. Leisure, therefore, remains an important lens
through which to view, question, and understand the world.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal Leisure
Sciences
Routledge
Market: Leisure Studies
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70260-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14530-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367702601
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Play and Democracy
Philosophical Perspectives
Edited by Alice Koubová, Czech Academy of Sciences, CZ,
Petr Urban, Czech Academy of Sciences, CZ, Wendy Russell,
Univ. of Gloucestershire, UK and Malcolm MacLean, The
Univ. of Queensland, AU
This book explores the complex and multi-layered relationships
between democracy and play, presenting important new
theoretical and empirical research. It builds new paradigmatic
bridges between philosophical enquiry and fields of application
across the arts, political activism, children’s play, education and
political science. Adding extra depth to our understanding of
the significance of play as a political, cultural and social power,
this book is fascinating reading for any serious student or
researcher with an interest in play, philosophy, politics, sociology,
arts, sport or education.
Routledge
Market: Leisure Studies / Philosophy / Education
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64127-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12228-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641276
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The Politics of Leisure
Edited by Rudy Dunlap, Justin Harmon and Jeff N. Rose
This book explores entanglements between politics and leisure,
ranging from the electorate’s concerns with public recreation
resources, to the presence of politics in casual conversation, to
the use of leisure as a means of preserving racial hierarchies in
society.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Leisure Sciences

Routledge
Market: Leisure Sciences
November 2021: 7 x 10: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05626-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19844-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056265

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Action Sports and the Olympic Games

Creative Nonfiction in Sport and Exercise Research

Past, Present, Future
Belinda Wheaton, University of Waikato, New Zealand and
Holly Thorpe, University of Waikato, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Sport
Based on a decade of research by two leading action sports
scholars, this book maps the relationship between action sports
and the Olympic Movement, from the inclusion of the first action
sports to those featuring for the first time in the Tokyo Olympic
Games and beyond. Action Sports and the Olympic Games is a
fascinating read for anybody studying the Olympics, the
sociology of sport, action sports, or sport policy.

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49285-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-351-02954-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138492851
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Edited by Francesca Cavallerio
Series: Qualitative Research in Sport and Physical Activity
The book features chapters written by authors from different
sport research backgrounds, who present the findings of a
previously published ‘classic’ study rewritten in the form of a
story. Reflective chapters focusing on the how-to and the
challenges of this creative analytical practice complete the work,
to support scholars in developing their creative skills.

Routledge
Market: Sports Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48266-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03890-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482664
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Cricket and Contemporary Society in Britain

2nd Edition

Advanced Personal Training

Crisis and Continuity

Edited by Paul Hough, St Marys University College, UK and
Brad J. Schoenfeld
This book allows readers to develop their understanding of the
scientific rationale behind components of personal training,
such as monitoring fitness and training programme design. Each
chapter includes cutting-edge scientific research to identify
optimum training methods and dispel some common myths
around nutrition and exercise.

Routledge
Market: Sport and Exercise Science/Fitness and Training
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 364pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06942-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90402-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20465-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069425

Russell Holden, In the Zone Sport and Politics Consultancy,
UK
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society
This book investigates the declining status of cricket within
contemporary British society after the high-water mark of
England’s Ashes victory in 2005. It considers the deep roots of
the game within British national life as well as its ever-changing
nature, and reflects upon the current significance and relevance
of a sport that many still perceive as deeply traditional and
conservative in outlook. This is an invaluable resource for those
studying the sociology of sport, sport history, cultural studies,
the politics of sport, cultural identity, sport management and
sport development.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/British History
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 178pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18351-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-64579-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138183513

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Football Intelligence

2nd Edition

Advanced Strength and Conditioning
Edited by Anthony Turner, Middlesex University, UK and
Paul Comfort, University of Salford, UK
With coverage of data analysis and performance feedback, both
vital skills for the contemporary strength and conditioning coach,
this concise but sophisticated textbook is the perfect bridge
from introductory study to effective professional practice. Written
by experts with experience in a wide variety of sports and both
applied and research experience, the chapters are enhanced by
extensive illustrations and address key topics.

Routledge
Market: Sport Science
February 2022: 7.44 x 9.69: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49136-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49135-2: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04473-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491369

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Training and Tactics for Soccer Success
Israel Teoldo, José Guilherme and Júlio Garganta
Football Intelligence: Training and Tactics for Soccer Success
presents procedures and ideas that, besides assisting in the task
of evaluating the tactical performance of soccer players and
teams, also allows improving their expression throughout the
learning and training phase.

Routledge
Market: Footbal Coaching
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12160-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12150-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22337-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121604

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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SPORT & EXERCISE
2nd Edition
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Lab Reports and Projects in Sport and Exercise
Science

On Boxing
Critical Interventions in the Bittersweet Science
Joseph D Lewandowski, University of Central Missouri, USA
Series: Routledge Focus on Sport, Culture and Society

A Guide for Students
Mike Price, Coventry University, UK and Mike Price
This new revised edition sees the expansion of statistical
examples including initial data checks and assumptions,
increased awareness of critical appraisal tools and resources,
project planning and a range of ’Challenge yourself’ activities to
supplement understanding and provides a comprehensive
overview of what should be contained within each section of a
scientific report, and clearly explains how it should be presented.
Written in a friendly and engaging style, it guides the reader
through abstracts, literature reviews, methodology, reporting
discussions and referencing, and contains examples and advice
on how to improve and refine your own writing.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science/Research Methods
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63182-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63181-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11242-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631826

This book is a philosophical and cultural critique of contemporary
boxing. It broadens and deepens our understanding of the
empirically and normatively entwined complexities of a sport
that is often misunderstood and all too easily reduced to
stereotypes. Written for a broad audience, this is important
reading for scholars and students working in the areas of
philosophy and sociology of sport and combat sport studies, as
well as policy makers, coaches, and commentators engaged in
the sport of boxing.
Routledge
Market: Sport
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 108pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01889-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19669-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032018898
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Match Analysis

Physical Activity in Low- and Middle-Income
Countries

How to Use Data in Professional Sport
Edited by Daniel Memmert, German Sport University
Cologne, Germany

Edited by Katja Siefken, Andrea Ramirez Varela, Temo
Waqanivalu and Nico Schulenkorf, University of Technology
Sydney, Australia
Series: Routledge Research in Physical Activity and Health

Match Analysis is the first book to examine this topic through
three types of data sets; video, event, and position data and
show how to interpret this data and apply the findings for better
team and individual sport performance.

Routledge
Market: Sport Performance Analysis
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75094-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75093-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16095-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367750947

This book critically evaluates the relations between physical
activity, health imperatives and cultural and social opportunities
in low- and middle-income countries. By presenting empirical
data and policy recommendations, this text will appeal to
scholars, researchers and practitioners with an interest in physical
activity research, public health, health promotion, sociology of
sport, and sports sciences in LMICs, as well as policy makers and
experts working in the public health, sports- and fitness
industries.
Routledge
Market: Sport and Exercise Studies/Health Studies/Development Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36223-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-34473-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367362232

2nd Edition

4th Edition

Nonlinear Pedagogy in Skill Acquisition

Research Methods for Sports Studies

An Introduction

Ian Jones, Bournemouth University, UK

Jia Yi Chow, National Institute of Education, Singapore, Keith Davids, Sheffield Hallam
University, UK, Chris Button, University of Otago, New Zealand and Ian Renshaw,
Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Research Methods for Sports Studies is a comprehensive, engaging
and practical textbook that provides a grounding in qualitative
and quantitative research for students studying programmes
related to sport and physical activity. This is an essential read for
any student undertaking a dissertation or research project as
part of their studies in sport, exercise and related fields, including
sport management, sport development, the sociology of sport,
sports marketing, sport-related tourism, sport coaching, physical
education, and other similar degrees.

The second edition includes new materials, of practical, theoretical and empirical relevance,
to enhance understanding of how to implement a Nonlinear Pedagogy to support learning
in sport, PE and physical activity. There is an in-depth discussion on the various pedagogical
principles that support Nonlinear Pedagogy and how these principles are applicable in
learning designs in sports and physical education. There is further emphasis on examining
how transfer of learning is implicated in practice, highlighting its relevance on skill
adaptation and talent development.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16194-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42377-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24745-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032161945

Routledge
Market: Sport / Research Methods
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 380pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04984-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01752-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19546-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032049847

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Routledge Handbook of Sport Fans and Fandom

Women in Judo

Edited by Danielle Sarver Coombs and Anne C. Osborne, Syracuse University, USA
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Mike Callan, University of Hertfordshire, UK
Series: Women, Sport and Physical Activity

This is the first book to explore the full significance of sport fans and fandom from an
international and interdisciplinary perspective, across different sports, communities and
levels of engagement. It gives a comprehensive overview of the undeniable economic and
cultural influence of sport industries for which fans are the driving force. Including
perspectives from disciplines such as philosophy, sociology, psychology, management,
economics, and media studies, this book is essential reading for anybody interested in the
study of sport and wider society or fans and subcultures more broadly.

This is the first book to explore women’s judo in all aspects, from the history and governance
of the sport to cutting-edge sport science perspectives. The book examines the story of
judo for women, and how the history of the sport has paralleled the cultural and social
challenges faced by women in both the East and the West. This is essential reading for
anyone with an interest in martial arts or women’s sport and a useful resource for those
studying sport history, sociology of sport, gender studies and sport development and
coaching.

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/Cultural Studies/Sociology/Communication Studies
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35831-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-34218-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358310

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 94pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27917-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29873-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279172
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2nd Edition

Sport and Exercise Physiology Testing Guidelines:
Volume I - Sport Testing
The British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences Guide
Edited by Richard Davison, Paul M Smith, James Hopker, Michael J Price, Florentina
Hettinga, Garry Tew and Lindsay Bottoms
With contributions from sport physiologists and practitioners, covering a range of sports,
ethical, practical and methodological issues, this volume is essential for sport-specific
exercise testing in research and applied settings. The revised format matches the sport
groupings used in elite sport support within the UK Sport Institutes.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science, Exercise Science, Physiology
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49246-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49133-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04528-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367492465

2nd Edition

Sport and Exercise Physiology Testing Guidelines:
Volume II - Exercise and Clinical Testing
The British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences Guide
Edited by Paul Smith, James Hopker, Michael J Price, Florentina Hettinga, Garry
Tew and Lindsay Bottoms
This book is a comprehensive guide to the protocols and to the key issues in physiological
testing. With contributions from sport and exercise physiologists and clinicians, covering
a range of physiologically based tests commonly used to assess and monitor clinical
conditions, this volume is an essential resource for clinical-specific exercise testing in
research and applied settings.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science/Exercise Science/Health
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49239-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48984-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04526-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367492397

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Athlete Activism

Sport and Brexit

Contemporary Perspectives

Regulatory Challenges and Legacies

Edited by Rory Magrath, Solent University, Southampton,
UK
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society

Edited by Jacob Kornbeck, German Sport University,
Germany
Series: Routledge Research in Sport Business and Management

This book takes a close look at the phenomenon of athlete
activism, across all levels of sport from elite and international
sport to collegiate and semi-pro, and asks what this tells us about
the relationship between sport and wider society. It has never
been the case that ‘sport and politics don’t mix’, and now, more
than ever, the opposite is true. This is essential reading for
anybody with an interest in the politics or sociology of sport,
the politics of protest, social movements, or media studies.

This is the first book to investigate the significance of Brexit for
sport, with a particular focus on the regulatory and legal
challenges that it poses, and the economic and political stresses
that are likely to follow in its wake. This is an essential reference
for any advanced student, researcher, policy maker, administrator
or industry professional working in sport, international law,
political science, or international business and management.

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Politics / Sociology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69070-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14029-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690700

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/European Studies/Political Science/Law
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75519-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16280-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755195
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Examining and Mitigating Sexual Misconduct in
Sport

Sport in Aotearoa New Zealand

Edited by Tanya Prewitt-White and Leslee A. Fisher
Examining and Mitigating Sexual Misconduct in Sport outlines
systemic and sociological explanations for why sport is a site of
sexual misconduct. The authors in the text describe cultural
realities and considerations sport stakeholders must
acknowledge and be informed of to make sport a more equitable
and safe space. Personal narratives from a variety of sport
stakeholders which unveil their lived experiences of sexual
misconduct and humanize survivor stories in ways often ignored
in sport and society are shared. Authors offer recommendations
to all sport stakeholders to mitigate incidents of and harm done
by sexual misconduct.
Routledge
Market: Sport & Coaching Psychology
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64705-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64703-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12588-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647056

Contested Terrain
Edited by Damion Sturm, Massey University, New Zealand
and Roslyn Kerr, Lincoln University, New Zealand
This fascinating book investigates the sporting traditions,
successes, systems, ‘terrains’, and contemporary issues that
underpin sport in New Zealand, also known by its Māori name
of Aotearoa. Essential reading for anybody with a particular
interest in sport in Aotearoa New Zealand, this book is also
illuminating reading for anybody working in the sociology of
sport, sport development, sport management, sport history, or
the wider history, politics and culture of Aotearoa New Zealand
or the South Pacific.
Routledge
Market: Sport
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47258-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47256-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03444-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472580
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Sport and Apartheid South Africa
Histories of Politics, Power, and Protest
Edited by Michelle M. Sikes, Pennsylvania State University, Toby C. Rider, California
State University, Fullerton and Matthew P. Llewellyn, California State University,
Fullerton, USA.
Series: Sport in the Global Society: Historical Perspectives
As athletes of today grapple with how to use their public platforms to fight for activist
causes, Sport and Apartheid South Africa: Histories of Politics, Power, and Protest examines a
set of longer histories of sport, ‘race’, and activism. The book seeks to uncover and
understand new historical aspects of apartheid and sport, challenge myths, and rethink
dominant narratives.
The chapters in this book were originally published in The International Journal of the History
of Sport
Routledge
Market: Sports
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07081-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20527-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070810
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6th Edition

Good Governance in Sport

Sport Management

Critical Reflections

Principles and Applications
Edited by Arnout Geeraert, Utrecht University, The
Netherlands and Frank van Eekeren, Utrecht University, The
Netherlands
Series: Routledge Research in Sport Business and Management

This book fills an important gap in the sport governance literature
by engaging in critical reflection on the concept of ‘good
governance’. It examines the theoretical perspectives that lead
to different conceptualisations of governance and, therefore, to
different standards for institutional quality. With higher ethical
standards demanded in sport business and management than
ever before, this book is important reading for all advanced
students and researchers with an interest in sport governance
and sport policy, and for all sport industry professionals looking
to improve their professional practice.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management / Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00122-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17283-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001227

Russell Hoye, La Trobe University, Australia, Katie Misener, University of Waterloo,
Canada, Michael L. Naraine, Brock University, Canada and Catherine Ordway,
University of Canberra, Australia
Series: Sport Management Series
Now available in a fully revised and updated sixth edition, Sport Management: Principles
and Applications tells you everything you need to know about the contemporary sport
industry. With useful ancillary material for instructors, including slides and teaching notes,
this is an ideal textbook for first- and second-year students in sport management degree
programs and for business students seeking an overview of applied sport management
principles.
Routledge
Market: Sport management
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10966-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10964-0: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21794-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032109664
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Sport and Sustainable Development

Sport Management Education

An Introduction

Global Perspectives and Implications for Practice
Edited by Stavros Triantafyllidis, The Citadel, The Military
College of South Carolina, USA and Cheryl Mallen, Brock
University, Canada

Edited by Mike Rayner, University of Portsmouth, UK and Tom Webb, University of
Portsmouth, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Sport Business and Management

Sport has the potential to be a powerful platform for positive
change. This is the first textbook to introduce the fundamentals
of sport and sustainable development, examining how sport
can be made more sustainable in terms of its social and
environmental impact and how sport can achieve more
comprehensive social and ecological objectives. This is essential
reading for any course on sport and sustainable development,
and important background reading for any course in sport
management, sport development, event studies, environment
and society, business and the environment, or corporate social

This book examines a range of contemporary issues related to the global delivery of sport
management education. At a time of unprecedented change in Higher Education, the
book looks closely at how sport management education can and should deliver positive
outcomes in sport business and management outside of the university. This is essential
reading for all sport management educators and anybody working in sport-related
professions looking to understand global educational platforms and their implications for
policy at local, regional, national and international level.

responsibility.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/Development Studies/Environmental Studies
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65334-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65333-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12895-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653347

Routledge
Market: Sport management
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69026-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14007-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690267
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Sport Governance and Operations

Sport Marketing in a Global Environment

Global Perspectives

Strategic Perspectives
Edited by Euisoo Kim, University of Georgia, USA. and James
J. Zhang, University of Georgia, USA
Series: World Association for Sport Management Series

Governance is at the centre of the work of all sport organizations,
from small sport clubs to international sport federations. This
book explores sport governance in today’s globalised
marketplace. It presents a series of cutting-edge case studies
that shine important new light on key themes in contemporary
sport management, including sustainability, human resource
management, cross-cultural management and labour markets,
across a wide range of sporting contexts, from Formula One and
the Commonwealth Games to the NCAA. This is fascinating
reading for any student, researcher or practitioner with an
interest in sport business and management, event management or international business.
Routledge
Market: Sport Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10104-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21367-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101040
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Edited by Ruth M. Crabtree, Northumbria University, UK and James J. Zhang,
University of Georgia, USA
Series: World Association for Sport Management Series
This book examines contemporary sport marketing, with a particular focus on strategic
marketing, the process of longer-term planning and development that involves identifying
the needs and wants of potential customers and satisfying their needs through the exchange
of products and services. Sport Marketing in a Global Environment is fascinating reading for
any advanced student, researcher or professional working in sport business and
management, sport development, marketing, strategic management, or global business.
Routledge
Market: Sport/Business and Management
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21794-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27004-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032217949
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Sport Mega-Events, Security and COVID-19

Stakeholder Analysis and Sport Organisations

Securing the Football World

Edited by Anna-Maria Strittmatter, Norwegian School of Sport Sciences, Norway,
Josef Fahlén, Umeå University, Sweden and Barrie Houlihan
Series: Routledge Research in Sport Business and Management

Jan Andre Lee Ludvigsen, Liverpool John Moores University, UK
Series: Critical Research in Football
This book examines contemporary issues of security at sports mega-events (SMEs). It focuses
on the 2020 UEFA European Football Championship (Euro 2020) - subsequently postponed
to 2021 - the third biggest SME in the global sporting calendar and a unique multi-city,
multi-country event that took place in the eye of the COVID-19 storm. This is fascinating
reading for anybody with a professional or academic interest in sport management, event
management, football, security studies, policing, risk and crisis management, the sociology
of sport, the sociology of surveillance, or political science.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/Events Studies
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19273-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25844-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192734

This book provides a critical examination of the origins and development of stakeholder
theory within sport management research and expands the existing literature by providing
insights on stakeholding in sport from various perspectives, such as governance,
communication, and marketing. Stakeholder Analysis and Sport Organisations is fascinating
reading for any advanced student, researcher, policy maker or practitioner with an interest
in sport management, sport governance, sport development or organisational theory.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management / Sport Development
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 286pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63016-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11191-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367630164
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5th Edition

Sports Economics for Non-Economists

Strategic Sport Marketing
Adam Karg, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia,
David Shilbury, Deakin University, Australia, Hans
Westerbeek, Victoria University, Australia, Daniel C Funk,
Temple University, USA and Michael L. Naraine, Brock
University, Canada

Wray Vamplew, University of Stirling, Scotland, UK and University of Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK
This book cuts through the jargon and complicated formulae to focus on the key concepts
in sports economics, introducing the fundamentals in a concise and engaging way, to give
the reader without a background in economics the tools with which to read and apply
sports economics in their work. A fascinating read for any student, researcher or practitioner
working in sport, or for the general reader who wants to understand the background to
many of the most important stories in sport today, this is the only book on sports economics
that you will ever need.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Economics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65257-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65255-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12863-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367652579

The fifth edition of Strategic Sport Marketing integrates sport
marketing frameworks, theory, and practical cases to show
students and practitioners how to develop and execute
successful sport marketing strategies. This book is an essential
course text for students of sport marketing and management,
as well as being a useful resource for all practitioners engaged
in the marketing, promotions or communications of sport
organisations or brands. Additional teaching and learning
materials are available to accompany this book, including slides, class outlines, and reflective
questions and answers for each chapter.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management/Marketing
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21909-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-760-87880-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27052-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032219097

6th Edition

Sports Marketing

4th Edition

A Strategic Perspective

Strategic Sports Event Management

Matthew D. Shank, Marymount University, US and Mark R.
Lyberger, Kent State University, US
Sport Marketing: A Strategic Approach is the most authoritative,
comprehensive and engaging introduction to sports marketing
currently available. It is the only introductory textbook on this
subject to adopt a strategic approach, explaining clearly how
every element of the marketing process should be designed
and managed, from goal-setting and planning to
implementation and control. It is an essential foundation for any
sports marketing or sports business course, and an invaluable
reference for any sports marketing practitioner looking to
improve their professional practice.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management / Marketing
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 808pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14164-6: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-14165-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-03067-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-01595-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367141646

Guy Masterman
This book provides students and event managers with an insight
into the strategic management of sports events of all scales and
types, from international mega-events to community sport.
Introducing key theory and best practice, it offers a practical,
step- by-step guide to planning, organizing, managing and
evaluating events. This new edition includes expanded coverage
of digital and social media, the social impact of events,
sustainability, security, entrepreneurship, employability. It is an
essential text for any sports event course, and invaluable reading
for any student or practitioner working in sport business, sport
management, sport development, or event management.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management/Event Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49465-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49466-7: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04625-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494650
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The Business of the FIFA World Cup
Edited by Simon Chadwick, Emlyon Business School, France, Paul Widdop, Leeds
Beckett University, UK, Christos Anagnostopoulos, Molde University College, Norway
and Daniel Parnell, Manchester Metropolitan University, UK
The FIFA World Cup is arguably the biggest sporting event on earth. This book is the first
to focus on the business and management of the World Cup, taking the reader from the
initial stages of bidding and hosting decisions, through planning and organisation, to the
eventual legacies of the competition. No sport business or management course is complete
without some discussion of the FIFA World Cup, so this book is essential reading for any
student, researcher or sport business professional looking to fully understand global sport
business today.
Routledge
Market: Sport/Football/Business
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64020-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64017-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12179-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367640200
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The Routledge Handbook of Sport and Sustainable
Development
Edited by Brian P. McCullough, Texas A&M University, USA,
Timothy Kellison, Georgia State University, USA and E.
Nicole Melton, University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
The Routledge Handbook of Sport and Sustainable Development
is a comprehensive and powerful survey of the ways in which
sport engages with its social, environmental, and ethical
responsibilities. Representing a keynote work on the wider social
responsibilities of sport as both an industry and sociocultural
activity, this is essential reading for any advanced student or
researcher working in sport development, sport management,
sport sociology, event studies, development studies, or
environmental studies, and for any development practitioner or sport management
professional looking to understand how to achieve positive social change in and through
sport.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Development Studies / Environmental Studies
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 486pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90353-4: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02396-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367903534
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An Introduction to Primary Physical Education
Edited by Gerald Griggs and Vicky Randall
Now in a fully revised and fully updated new edition, this
comprehensive introduction to the teaching of Physical
Education in primary schools is still the only textbook to cover
the full sweep of the subject, from policy and curriculum
developments to best practice and current debates. Rooted
throughout in sound theory and the latest evidence and
research, this book is essential reading for all students, trainee
teachers and qualified teachers looking to understand and
develop their professional practice in primary Physical Education.
Routledge
Market: Physical Education
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 332pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19124-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19126-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25778-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-61308-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032191249
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Pedagogies of Social Justice in Physical Education
and Youth Sport
Shrehan Lynch, University of East London, UK, Jennifer L.
Walton-Fisette, Kent State University, USA and Carla
Luguetti, Victoria University, Australia
Series: Routledge Focus on Sport Pedagogy
This book offers an overview of contemporary debates in social
justice and equity within Physical Education (PE) and Youth Sport
(YS). It gives the reader clear direction on how to evaluate their
current PE or YS program against current research and provides
ideas for content, curriculum development, implementation,
and pedagogical impact. Concise, and avoiding academic jargon,
this is an invaluable guide for pre-service and in-service teachers,
teacher educators, coaches and educators, helping them to
ensure that all students and young people are included within
the PE and YS settings for which they are responsible.
Routledge
Market: Physical Education/Sport Studies
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75534-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16285-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755348

Diversity, Difference and Social Justice in Physical
Education
Challenges and Strategies in a Translocated World
Bonnie Pang, University of Bath, UK and Tony Rossi, Western
Sydney University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Physical Education and Youth Sport
This book presents a detailed analysis of the experiences of
(minority ethnic) physical education (PE) teachers in both schools
and higher education contexts. It examines and questions the
lack of ethnic diversity in PE teacher education in high income
developed countries and suggests important new directions for
transformative pedagogy to address the ‘whiteness’ of PE.
Diversity, Difference and Social Justice in Physical Education will be
of significance to those who manage, teach and research issues
associated with diversity and advocate for diversifying the
teaching workforce in PETE.
Routledge
Market: Physical Education / Education / Migration Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34347-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32513-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367343477
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Education in Sport and Physical Activity
Future Directions and Global Perspectives
Edited by Karen Petry, German Sport University Cologne,
Germany and Johan de Jong
Sport and physical activity are embedded in our education
systems and in wider society. This book takes the broadest
possible look at this topic, across every key discipline and on
different continents, opening up important new directions for
the future development of sport and physical activity
education. Designed to invite self-reflection, to provoke debate
and to open up new cross-disciplinary and international
perspectives within sports organisations and higher education
institutions, this book is fascinating reading for advanced
students, researchers, teachers and policy makers with an interest
in sport and physical activity.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Physical Education
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43360-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00266-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433604
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The 1935 Australian Cricket Tour of India
Breaking Down Social and Racial Barriers
Megan Ponsford, Independent scholar
Series: Sport in the Global Society – Contemporary Perspectives
The first Australian cricket tour to India possesses an inherent intrigue that, for inexplicable
reasons, has fallen into obscurity. Megan Ponsford rectifies this through her investigation
of the uneasy relationships between Australia, British India and Indian nationalism during
the interwar period, using the 1935/36 tour as a case study. Employing a unique
methodology, this book interprets the material culture located in the archives of the
Australian and Indian cricketers.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of Sport in Society.
Routledge
Market: Sports / Cricket / History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20408-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26345-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032204086
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The Running Centaur
Horse-Racing in Global-Historical Perspective
Edited by Sinclair W. Bell, Northern Illinois University, Christian Jaser, University of
Klagenfurt and Christian Mann, University of Mannheim
Series: Sport in the Global Society: Historical Perspectives
This book surveys the practice of horse racing from antiquity to the modern period, and
in this way offers a selective global history.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The International
Journal of the History of Sport
Routledge
Market: Sports / History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16233-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24765-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032162331
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SPORTS MEDICINE & REHABILITATION

Advanced Statistics for Physical and Occupational
Therapy
Thomas Gus Almonroeder
Advanced Statistics for Physical and Occupational Therapy explains the basis for statistical
analyses that are commonly used to answer clinical research questions related to physical
and occupational therapy. This textbook provides a resource to understand the basis for
common statistical analyses and be able to apply these techniques in research. This textbook
provides readers with the basis for common statistical analyses including t-tests, analysis
of variance, regression, and nonparametric tests. Each chapter includes step-by-step tutorials
with corresponding example data sets explaining how to conduct these statistical analyses.
Routledge
Market: Physical and Occupational Therapy
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01712-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01711-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17975-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032017129

8th Edition

Drugs in Sport
Edited by David R Mottram and Neil Chester, Liverpool
John Moores University, UK
Drugs in Sport is the most comprehensive and accurate text on
the emotive, complex and critical subject of performance
enhancement and doping within sport. Thoroughly updated in
light of the latest World Anti-Doping Code and taking into
account the latest regulations, procedures and landmark cases,
this 8th edition explores the science behind drug-use in sport,
as well as its ethical, social, political and administrative context.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science / Sport Medicine / Pharmacology
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 504pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56030-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56029-4: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09616-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367560300

2nd Edition

Molecular Exercise Physiology
An Introduction
Edited by Adam P Sharples, James P Morton and Henning Wackerhage
Fully revised, the second edition of Molecular Exercise Physiology offers a student-friendly
introduction. It introduces a history documenting the emergence of molecular biology
techniques to investigate exercise physiology, the methodology used, exercise genetics
and epigenetics, and the molecular mechanisms that lead to adaptation after different
types of exercise, and explicitly links to outcomes in sport performance, nutrition, physical
activity, and clinical exercise.
Routledge
Market: Exercise Physiology / Molecular Biology
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08687-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-08688-3: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11075-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-60787-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138086876
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Home Advantage in Sport

The Neuroscience and Neuropsychology of
Gambling

Causes and the Effect on Performance
Edited by Miguel A. Gómez-Ruano, Richard Pollard and
Carlos Lago-Peñas

Edited by Luke Clarke, University of British Columbia and Anna E. Goudriaan,
Amsterdam UMC

This is the first book exploring the concept of home advantage
(HA), the well-known beneficial effect that players and teams
derive from performing at home in all sports throughout the
world. This book covers a broad review of HA divided into 3
different sections: Section 1 focusing on the theory of HA in
sport, Section 2 analysing the effects of HA in sports related both
to male and female athletes, in relation to tactics and strategies,
fans, referees, travel, situational variables and the home
disadvantage; and Section 3 studying the HA as it applies to
specific sports worldwide.

Gambling disorder is a behavioural addiction that represents the clinical extreme of a
spectrum of gambling-related harm. What insights can neuroscientific and
neuropsychological methods provide to help understand this condition and improve
existing programs for treatment and prevention? This volume describes recent research
using an array of contemporary tools including structural and functional brain imaging,
and neurocognitive assessment.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of International
Gambling Studies

Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology & Performance
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53329-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53326-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08145-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533298
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Routledge
Market: Sports / Psychology / Neuroscience
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69113-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14045-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367691134

2nd Edition

Sport Psychology
The Basics
David Tod, University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia
Series: The Basics
Sport Psychology: The Basics provides an accessible introduction
to the fundamental ideas at the heart of Sport Psychology today.
This new revised and updated second edition examines the links
between sport participants’ behaviours, their personality and
their environment to identify the factors which affect
performance. Exploring theory and practice, it uses case studies
to illustrate how key areas of theory are applied within a sport
psychologist’s practice.

Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology
March 2022: 5.06 x 7.81: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69441-8: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-69440-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14181-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367694418
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The Mental Impact of Sports Injury
Edited by Carly D. McKay
Using analogies from everyday life, The Mental Impact of Sports
Injury bridges the gap between academic research and practical
settings in an easy to follow guide to the psychology of sports
injury. Addressing risk, rehabilitation, and prevention, it outlines
key considerations for researchers and practitioners across all
levels of sport. Alongside the fundamentals of injury psychology,
emerging areas of importance are also discussed, including
training load monitoring and the technological advances that
are shaping modern sport medicine. Examples highlight the
challenges of preventing and managing injury in grassroots,
elite and professional contexts.
Routledge
Market: Sports Psychology
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54360-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37020-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08893-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367543600
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Death and Events

Managing and Leveraging Events

International Perspectives on Events Marking the End of Life

Business and Social Dimensions

Edited by Ian R Lamond, Leeds Beckett University, UK and
Ruth Dowson
Series: Routledge Advances in Event Research Series

Nico Schulenkorf, University of Technology Sydney,
Australia, Katie Schlenker, Hussain Rammal, Jon Welty
Peachey and Ashlee Morgan
Series: Routledge Advances in Event Research Series

This unique volume examines death from a socio-cultural events
perspective. Drawing on the empirical and conceptual work
produced by an international body of researchers, it is the first
publication to look at death, dying, memorialization, and their
mediation, from an events orientation. This will be of great
interest to upper-level students and researchers in event studies
as well as a variety of other disciplines such as, sociology and
cultural studies.

This book explores and advances the latest concepts and
developments in event management theory and practice. This
book will be of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate
students of event management, as well as scholars researching
in social and business-related areas of event management and
leverage.

Routledge
Market: Event Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72560-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15532-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725600

Routledge
Market: Events
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42827-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00277-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428273

2nd Edition
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Events Feasibility and Development

Managing People in Commercial Kitchens

From Strategy to Operations

A Contemporary Approach

William O'Toole
Series: Events Management

Charalampos Giousmpasoglou, Evangelia Marinakou,
Anastasios Zopiatis and John Cooper
Series: Routledge Focus on Tourism and Hospitality

This book outlines best practice in event development and the
global events sector. Tools and techniques from the first edition
have been refined and expanded through their use in over 20
countries, including the USA, France, UAE, Malaysia and South
Africa. These include strategy development and implementation,
asset management, portfolio management, return on
investment, management process mapping and the feasibility
study. Fascinating current examples illustrate these professional
management techniques. This will be essential reading for all
students of Event Management.
Routledge
Market: Events
December 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 330pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00093-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00087-9: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17270-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000930

Managing People in Commercial Kitchens: A Contemporary
Approach uses original research to argue that senior managers
(Head Chefs) should differentiate their people management
practices in kitchen brigades from those used in the hospitality
industry more generally (induction, socialisation and
performance evaluation) due to the group’s strong occupational
identity and culture. Providing both theoretical insights and
practical applications with the use of case studies throughout,
this will be of great interest to upper-level students and
researchers in hospitality, as well as a useful reference for current
managers in the field.
Routledge
Market: Hospitality
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74910-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16025-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367749101
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Food and Cooking on Early Television in Europe

The Practical Guide to Wedding Planning

Impact on Postwar Foodways
Edited by Ana Tominc
Series: Critical Food Studies
This collection critically examines the role of food programming
on European early television and the impact this might have
had on food habits and identities for the European audiences.
It foregrounds various food programme genres, from travelog,
cooking show and TV cooking competition, to more artistic
forms.

Routledge
Market: Food Studies/Media/Cultural Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34788-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32799-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347888

Marie Haverly
This concise yet comprehensive guide offers highly practical
insights and advice to those wanting to plan weddings as a
career choice. Written by a highly experienced ex-wedding
planner, this will be invaluable reading for those looking to enter
or progress in the world of wedding planning, those already
working in the industry, studying an events management
programme, or perhaps looking for a career change.

Routledge
Market: Events Management
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23040-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23044-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27808-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367230401
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4th Edition

Accounting Essentials for Hospitality Managers
Chris Guilding, Griffiths University, Australia and Kate
Mingjie Ji
For non-accountant hospitality managers, accounting and
financial management is often perceived as an inaccessible part
of the business. Yet having a grasp of accounting basics is a key
part of management. Using an 'easy-to-read' style, this book
provides a comprehensive overview of the most relevant
accounting techniques and information for hospitality managers.
It demonstrates how to organise and analyse accounting data
to help make informed decisions with confidence. The book is
written in an accessible and engaging style and structured
logically with useful features throughout to aid students’ learning
and understanding. It is a key resource for all future hospitality managers.
Routledge
Market: Hospitality
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02433-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02432-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18333-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032024332

The Sustainable Chef
The Environment in Culinary Arts, Restaurants, and Hospitality
Stefan Gössling, Lund University, Sweden and C. Michael
Hall, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
This book provides the first systematic and accessible text for
students of hospitality and the culinary arts that directly
addresses how more sustainable restaurants and commercial
food services can be achieved. Case studies from all over the
world illustrate the tools and techniques helping to meet
environmental and economic bottom lines. This will be essential
reading for all students of hospitality and the culinary arts.

Routledge
Market: Hospitality
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73370-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-73373-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-18748-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138733701
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Hospitality and Tourism Education in China
Development, Issues, and Challenges
Edited by Bao Jigang, Sun Yat-Sen University, China and Songshan (Sam) Huang,
Edith Cowan University, Australia
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business Studies
This book is the first to systematically introduce China’s tourism education system and the
various tourism education practices in China to the international audience and stakeholders.
It offers an historical evaluation of China tourism education development and elaborates
on the current industry status and practices in different subject fields of China’s tourism
education. The book provides relevant knowledge to international tourism education
providers, industry practitioners, human resource managers, government officials, and
tourism academics, researchers, and students.
Routledge
Market: Hospitality Management, Tourism
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43570-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00436-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435707
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The Routledge Handbook of Wine and Culture
Edited by Steve Charters, Marion Demossier, Jacqueline
Dutton, Graham Harding, Jennifer Smith Maguire,
University of Leicester, UK, Denton Marks and Tim Unwin
The link between culture and wine reaches back into the earliest
history of humanity. The Routledge Handbook of Wine and Culture
brings together a newly comprehensive, interdisciplinary
overview of contemporary research and thinking on how wine
fits into the cultural frameworks of production and consumption.
This is essential reading for researchers and students, in
education for the wine industry and in the humanities and social
sciences engaged in understanding patterns of human ingenuity
and interaction, such as sociology, anthropology, health,
geography, business, tourism, cultural studies, food studies and history.
Routledge
Market: Wine Studies, Cultural Studies and Hospitality
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 594pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47290-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03471-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472900
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A Practical Guide to Managing Tourist Experiences

Asian Mobilities Consumption in a Changing Arctic

Isabelle Frochot

Edited by Young-Sook Lee
Series: Routledge Advances in Tourism

This book provides students with a concise and practical guide
that presents the key understandings of the tourist experience
and provides strategic guidance on how to develop an impactful
and memorable experience. This offers students a full
understanding of how the experience is lived from the tourist
perspective, how tourism providers can manage that process
and develop successful experimental marketing interventions.
This is essential reading for all tourism students and future
tourism managers.

This book provides an in-depth examination of the growing
Asian tourism market and consumption in Arctic destinations.
Asian Mobilities Consumption in a Changing Arctic will be valuable
reading for students and academics across the fields of tourism,
economics, sustainability, development studies as well as other
social science disciplines.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89446-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-81982-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01923-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894467

Routledge
Market: Tourism and Geography
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48361-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03951-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483616
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Ageing and the Visitor Economy

Dark Tourism Studies

Global Challenges and Opportunities

Edited by Rami K. Isaac

Stephen J. Page, University of Hertfordshire, UK and Joanne
Connell
Series: Routledge Advances in Tourism
This significant volume is the first to use primary research
evidence to examine tourism, ageing, and the implications of
an ageing population for the visitor economy. Adopting a
multidisciplinary approach, this book offers insights into the new
opportunities, threats and challenges that this growing ageing
tourism markets poses. This will be of great interest to all
upper-level students, academics and researchers in the fields of
tourism, hospitality, leisure studies, and health and social care.

This book provides original, innovative, and international tourism research that is embedded
in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary theoretical and methodological thought in the
study of dark tourism. It aims to capture a glimpse of the types of cutting-edge thinking
and academic research in the domain of dark tourism studies as well as encourage and
advance theoretical, conceptual, and empirical research on dark tourism.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Heritage Tourism.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21099-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26672-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032210995

Routledge
Market: Tourism
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47854-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03935-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478544
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2nd Edition

Airport Marketing

Emerging Transformations in Tourism and
Hospitality

Nigel Halpern, Molde University College, Norway and Anne
Graham, University of Westminster, UK

Edited by Anna Farmaki and Nikolaos Pappas
Series: New Directions in Tourism Analysis

This accessible, up-to-date, comprehensive, and in-depth
textbook introduces students and practitioners to the principles
and practice of airport marketing as well as the major changes
and future marketing challenges facing the airport sector. This
textbook written by two airport marketing experts will be
essential reading for air transport students and future managers.

This significant and timely volume critically discusses the effects of emerging trends and
shifting dynamics on the tourism and hospitality industry at local, regional, national and
international levels in a holistic manner. Offering a platform for the critical discussion of
pertinent transformations and, as such, providing theoretical and practical insights, this
book will be of great value to destination planners, policymakers, industry practitioners,
educators and upper-level students of tourism and hospitality.

Routledge
Market: Aviation and Air Transport Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 440pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48373-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48370-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03956-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483739

Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61662-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10593-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367616625
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3rd Edition

Family, Children, and Tourism in China

Managing Visitor Attractions

Edited by Mimi Li, Hong Kong Polytechnic University and Xinran Lehto

Edited by Alan Fyall, Brian Garrod, Anna Leask and Stephen Wanhill

This edited volume explores various issues in family tourism studies and complements the
dramatic development of this market segment in China. The book concentrates on family
and children tourism, and through its chapters, hopes to enrich the landscape of family
tourism in academia.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of China
Tourism Research.

Visitor attractions represent a complex sector of the tourism industry and are the catalytic
focus for the development of tourism infrastructure and services. The third edition of this
successful text investigates these issues further and provides more solutions and suggestions
for the present and future. With contributions from around the world, this is an essential
text for undergraduate and postgraduate students of visitor attraction management, written
by subject specialists with a wealth of experience in this field.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 172pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15396-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24398-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032153964

Routledge
Market: Tourism
May 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 504pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48619-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48613-6: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04194-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486198
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Global Tourism and COVID-19

Millennials, Spirituality and Tourism

Implications for Theory and Practice
Edited by Alan A. Lew, Northern Arizona University, USA,
Joseph M. Cheer, Monash University, Australia, Patrick
Brouder and Mary Mostafanezhad, University of Hawai’i at
Manoa, USA
This comprehensive book focuses on how the COVID-19
pandemic is transforming travel and tourism, globally. Despite
the devastation caused by COVID-19, authors argue that within
the ongoing crisis, there is also an opportunity to positively
transform the tourism sector in ways that contribute to a more
hopeful future for tourism practitioners, tourists and host
communities.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal Tourism Geographies
Routledge
Market: Tourism
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12136-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22325-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121369

Edited by Sandeep Kumar Walia and Aruditya Jasrotia
Series: Routledge Insights in Tourism Series
This book offers a conversant and comprehensive overview of
the themes and concepts in spiritual tourism and millennial
tourists. Providing interdisciplinary insights from leading
international researchers and academicians, this book is critical
for contributing to the knowledge on spiritual tourism. This book
will fill the gap of research on spiritual tourism and as an edited
book, it will add on new research and knowledge base with high
quality contributions from researchers and practitioners
interested in tourism management, hospitality management,
business studies regional development and destination
management.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77282-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17063-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772826
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Justice and Tourism

Mountaineering Tourism

Principles and Approaches for Local-Global Sustainability and Well-Being

A Critical Perspective

Edited by Tazim Jamal and James Higham
Research related to justice and tourism is at an early stage in
tourism studies. Challenges abound due to the complex scope
and scale of tourism, and thus the need to transcend disciplinary
boundaries to inform a phenomenon that is intricately
interwoven with place and people from local to global. The
contributors to this book have drawn from diverse knowledge
domains including but not limited to sociology, geography,
business studies, urban planning and architecture, anthropology,
philosophy and management studies.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Sustainable Tourism.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 442pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69739-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14305-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367697396
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Michal Apollo and Yana Wengel
Series: Routledge Focus on Tourism and Hospitality
This bookoffers a critical account of the historical evolution of
mountaineering and its relation to the phenomenon of tourism,
providing an overview of recent developments linked to the
diversification, commodification and commercialisation of
mountaineering activity. This will be of great interest to
upper-level students and academics of tourism, as well as
industry representatives and policymakers with an interest in
adventure tourism and mountaineering.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55829-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09532-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558291
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Public Memory, Race, and Heritage Tourism of Early
America

Routledge Handbook of Social Psychology of
Tourism

Edited by Cathy Rex and Shevaun E. Watson
Series: New Directions in Tourism Analysis

Edited by Dogan Gursoy, Washington State University, USA and Sedat Celik
Series: Contemporary Geographies of Leisure, Tourism and Mobility

This book addresses the interconnected issues of public memory,
race and heritage tourism, exploring the ways in which historical
tourism shapes collective understandings of America’s earliest
engagements with race. It provides a deconstruction of the
touristic experience with racism, slavery and the indigenous
experience in America that will appeal to students and
academics in the social sciences and humanities.

This book introduces the concept of social psychology, as distinct from psychology and
sociology, and its relationship to tourism, examines tourism within various theoretical
frameworks e.g. career ladder theory and Maslow's 7 hierarchy, explores the ways in which
tourism changes attitudes, and finally, investigates social psychological issues in tourism
business.
Routledge
April 2022: 7 x 10: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75287-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16186-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367752873

Routledge
Market: Tourism
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60998-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10283-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609986
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Recentering Tourism Geographies in the ‘Asian
Century’

Routledge Handbook of the Tourist Experience
Edited by Richard Sharpley, University of Central Lancashire,
UK

Edited by Harng Luh Sin, Mary Mostafanezhad, University of Hawai’i at Manoa, USA
and Joseph M. Cheer, Monash University, Australia

Routledge Handbook of the Tourist Experience offers a
comprehensive synthesis of contemporary research on the
tourist experience. It draws together multidisciplinary
perspectives from leading tourism scholars to explore the
emergent tourist behaviours and motivations.
This Handbook is the first to fill a notable gap in the tourism
literature and collate within a single volume critical insights into
the diverse elements of the tourist experience today. It will be
of key interest to academics and students across the fields of
tourism, hospitality management, geography, marketing and

This book considers what the transition into the Asian Century means for some of the most
urgent issues in the world today, such as sustainable development, human rights, gender
equality, and environmental change. It critiques Anglo-Western centrism in tourism theory
and calls on tourism scholars to make radical shifts toward more inclusive epistemology
and praxis.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Tourism
Geographies.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 310pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20828-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26542-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032208282

consumer behaviour.
Routledge
Market: Tourism/Geography/Sociology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 662pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11425-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21986-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114255
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Revisiting Value Co-creation and Co-destruction in
Tourism

Sustainable Consumer Behaviour and the
Environment

Edited by Elina (Eleni) Michopoulou, Nikolaos Pappas and Elena Cavagnaro

Edited by Heesup Han

This book assists the better understanding of value co-creation and co-destruction in
tourism development by bringing together different perspectives and disciplines. It provides
some examples of how value can be co-created or co-destroyed within the context of
tourism.
The chapters were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Tourism Planning
& Development

This book advances the tourism and hospitality industry’s contribution to meeting the
Sustainable Development Goal 12 of responsible consumption and production. It enables
a collaboration platform across these sectors in pursuit of common goals for promoting
sustainable consumption and environmental protection.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Sustainable Tourism.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15750-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24553-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032157504

Routledge
Market: Tourism
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18794-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25627-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187945
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The Routledge Handbook of Volunteering in Events,
Sport and Tourism

Tourism Marketing
In the Age of the Consumer
Alastair M. Morrison, Purdue University, USA

Edited by Kirsten Holmes, Leonie Lockstone-Binney, Karen
A. Smith, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
and Richard Shipway, Bournemouth University, UK
This timely handbook examines the most contemporary,
controversial and cutting-edge issues related to the involvement
of volunteers in the fields of events, sport and tourism. Drawing
on the academic and practical expertise of over fifty authors
from across the globe, the handbook provides an invaluable
resource for all those with an interest in volunteering in these
sectors, encouraging dialogue across disciplinary boundaries
and areas of study in order to advance volunteering research
and practice in the fields of events, sport and tourism.

Tourism Marketing: In the Age of the Consumer offers a fresh and
contemporary approach as an introductory textbook on tourism
marketing. Written in an engaging and accessible style, Tourism
Marketing: In the Age of the Consumer is richly illustrated and full
of actual case studies and examples looking at a wide variety of
topics such as slum tourism, the sharing economy, staycations,
event bidding, coping with COVID-19, air travel emissions, and
many more. Four features add interest and bring greater
pedagogical value – Quick Bytes, Case Studies, Industry Voices,
and Vignettes. This will be essential reading for all tourism
marketing students.

Routledge
Market: Events, Hospitality, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 544pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41709-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81587-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367417093

Routledge
Market: Tourism
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72635-1: £100.00
Pb: 978-0-415-72636-8: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-85609-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415726351
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Tourism and Foreign Direct Investment

Tourism, Safety and COVID-19

Issues, Challenges and Prospects

Security, Digitization and Tourist Behaviour

Edited by H. Cristina Jönsson
Series: Advances in Tourism

Salvatore Monaco
Series: Routledge Insights in Tourism Series

This is the first volume to examine and shed significant light on
the issues, challenges and prospects presented by foreign direct
investment (FDI) in tourism - a topic of increasing relevance in
light of the covid-19 pandemic and economic consequences.
This will be essential reading for upper-level students and
researchers in the field of tourism development.

This book offers empirical insights on key challenges faced by the travel and tourism
industries in the post-COVID-19 era. This book explores the guarantees travelers want in
the post-pandemic era and how individual territories are predicting and responding to
these needs. It explores the role of innovation and digital solutions. It considers how the
commitment of smart tourist cities to technology, sustainability, and accessibility is able
to improve the quality of travelers’ tourist experience and of local inhabitants.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72594-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15549-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725945

Routledge
Market: Tourism/Sociology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04920-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19517-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032049205
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Tourism Dynamics in Everyday Places

Travel and Lifestyle

Before and After Tourism

Edited by Mimi Li, Xiaoting Huang and Han Shen

Edited by Aurélie Condevaux, Maria Gravari-Barbas and Sandra Guinand
Series: Contemporary Geographies of Leisure, Tourism and Mobility

This engaging book presents nine empirical chapters that explore topics such as lifestyle
entrepreneurship, lifestyle mobility, luxury experiences, and tourism-related well-being.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Travel
& Tourism Marketing.

This title offers a dynamic understanding of tourism, usually defined in terms of clearly
circumscribed places and temporalities, to grasp its changing spatial patterns. The
hybridisation of tourist practices and ordinary practices is explored through a range of
international case studies and examples written by highly regarded and interdisciplinary
academics. This edited volume will be of great interest to upper-level students, academics
and researchers in tourism, urban studies, and land use planning.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68681-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13860-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686819
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